
As an sales coach, I  hear why people avoid the phone in sales. There
are excuses of the phone not being relevant, stories of negative self-
talk when someone says “no”, and a laundry list of things entrepreneurs
have to do that take priority over making sales calls.

Picking up the phone and speaking with your prospects is transformative. It
will change your business, outlook, confidence and more than anything it will
bring cash into your business.  So here’s a series of ready-to-use scripts for
making outbound calls so you can lead a sales conversation, and start to get
over the fear of picking up the telephone.

5 Ready-to-Use
Scripts to Start
Your Outbound
Sales Calls

WHAT TO SAY TO PROSPECTS
(EVEN IF YOU 'RE TERRIFIED
OF THE PHONE)

To picking up the phone and transforming your business!
~ Hazel 



1. Clearly introduce yourself

You need to be ready to introduce yourself clearly within 9 seconds. 

Hello ____________ my name is ________ and I’m __[role or responsibility]_______ 
with ______[business name]______

This may sound obvious, but this is something you need to practice and be able to 
deliver confidently, clearly and without hesitation. 

2. Ask to speak with the right person
If your call goes through to a receptionist, gatekeeper or someone who isn’t the 
decision maker or contact you want to speak to, you need to be ready to ask ask to 
be transferred. Make it a simple statement. For example: 

[“Please transfer me to _____[person name or role] ___________” 

Note: You are not asking for permission, which means you aren't saying: “Er, so do you 
think you could transfer me?” You must sound confident, avoiding language or tone 
which could come across as unsure, lacking confidence or making it their job to 
decide whether to allow you to be transferred. Be confident and use a tone which is 
instructional and simply ask to be transferred. 

If you are struggling with your first conversations then be human and ask the 
person you are speaking with for help. Again, it sounds obvious but it’s something 
we frequently see overlooked:

“Are you the person to speak to about _____[subject matter]_______? 
[“I wonder if you could help me? I’m looking to speak with ______”
[“Who would be the best person to invite to a meeting/event about ____[subject -
be as specific as possible] _______________?”
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3. Talk about the problem and the results delivered
Be ready to talk about the big problem you solve. The one that keeps your prospect 
awake at night. And the results you achieve. It's good to be specific:  

"We just completed a project with______ [company name] 
 _________ to [increase / reduce: whatever the problem you solved] _________  by 
[percent / dollar sum / time saved]  _______within ___[time frame] "  

Note: Be as specific as possible in the results you achieve, the time you achieved 
those results in. For example, saying: “We helped ACME Inc. to increase their employee 
retention rate by 50% within 6 months” is better than saying: “we help companies to 
increase their employee retention.”

4. Be ready to say why you are calling
Whatever the sales stage of your call: cold, lukewarm, warm or hot; you should be clear 
in your mind WHY you are calling. Here are some ways you can phrase this: 

“I am calling because we specialize / help / solve / organize [type of companies or 
businesses] ______________ to [ problem you solve] ______________ “

Some other ways to say why you are calling: 

“I know _________ and they suggested I call you”
“We’ve been working with [company in their field] _____________ and produced
these results [be specific] _______ and I’d like to see if we could achieve those
results for your company” 
[“From what I know about your company from ___________ [source – their
website, the news, company brochure, seeing them at an event] I have some
suggestions that could really help you to _________ and I’d like to share them.” 
“I read in your [company report / recent press release] _______________ that you
have a vision to _______________ / are launching an initiative to ____________ and
it’s an area we deliver results in / specialize in"
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5. Ask for a meeting or call
Many people panic about sales calls because they think they have to ‘sell' on the call. 
But your initial call is to start building a relationship, introduce yourself and to get to 
the point of a more-detailed sales discussion either face-to-face, by telephone or a 
video call.  So you MUST be ready to ask for that meeting. And you must be sure that 
the person on the line understands that this is something of value to them.

“From what I know and have read about your company I have some suggestions that 
could really help you to _________ and I’d like to share them. It would be really 
worthwhile to set up 30-minutes to talk about this in more detail. Do you have your 
schedule in front of you?”

It’s key that you are clear on your ideal call outcome. If it is a cold call or an early-
stage call, this outcome will be to secure a more detailed call or meeting. So you need 
to be ready to ask for that and to rehearse asking.

“From my experience of _________[number of years, client experience, named project] 
__________ I have some really practical ideas and insight I’d like to share with you. 
Could we book a 30-minute call so I can share how we __________
[results]_________?”

The most important thing about making calls is to realize that conversations don't have 
to be perfect but you must have conversations to grow your sales. Furthermore as the 
caller you have two main advantages:

1. It’s your conversation. You must prepare to lead it.

2. Although each prospect and call is different, there is repetition in early-stage sales. 
So you will find that three-quarters of your calls have a similar flow and common 
questions, objections and pushbacks. Scripting, rehearsing and
getting really comfortable with the common sales conversations will make you more 
confident, more successful, and bring in more money.  
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Want to learn - and apply - sales tools, tactics and be held accountable to make 

sales calls to grow your business? Join the 100 Sales Call Challenge:

www.1 00salescallchallenge.com 




